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Abstract

The notion of context appears in several disciplines, including computer science, in
various forms. In this paper, we are concerned with a notion of context in the area of
information bases. First, we present a general definition whereby a context is seen as a
set of objects, within which each object has a set of names and possibly a reference: the
reference of the object is another context which "hides" detailed information about the
object. Then, we address issues concerning manipulation of information as organized
in our context model. In particular, we focus on the following issues: (i) accessing
information in the context structure using paths of names, or paths of references, (ii)
retrieval of contextualized information by defining useful fundamental query operations
on contexts such as select, project, generate (which allows the reorganization of context
structures), and path select. Finally, we illustrate the usefulness of our contextualization
mechanism by presenting higher level query operations that enable users to explore a
contextualized information base. These higher level operations include focusing on a
context of interest, searching the context structure for a specific information, and making
cross references of an object from one context to another in order to obtain alternative
representations of that object.

1 Introduction

The notion of context is of fundamental importance in cognitive psychology, linguistics, and
computer science. In computer science, a number of formal or informal definitions of some
notion of context have appeared in several areas, such as artificial intelligence [11, 16, 9],
software development [22, 8, 24, 25, 14, 15], databases [2, 7, 10, 1, 5, 13, 21], machine
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learning [17, 31], and knowledge representation [19, 30, 27, 32, 6, 4, 3]. See also [18] for a
general survey on the subject.

However, all these notions of context are very diverse and serve different purposes. In
software development the notion of context appears in the form of views [2, 7, 10, 23, 1],
aspects [22], and roles [8, 24], for dealing with data from different perspectives, or even
in the form of workspaces which are used to support cooperative work [14]. In machine
learning, context is treated as environmental information for concept classification [17, 31].
In so called "multi bases", context appears as a collection of meta-attributes for capturing
class semantics [13]. In artificial intelligence the notion of context appears as a means of
partitioning knowledge into manageable sets [12], or as a logical construct that facilitates
reasoning activities [16, 9]. In particular, in the area of knowledge representation, the notion
of context appears as an abstraction mechanism for partitioning an information base into
possibly overlapping parts [19, 28, 30], or for dividing the global schema of a database into
clusters in order to deal with schema complexity [32, 6, 4, 3].

Our objective in this paper is (i) to establish a formal notion of context to support the
development and effective use of large information bases in various application areas, and
(ii) to address issues concerning manipulation and querying of contextualized information.

A context in an information base can be seen as a higher order conceptual entity that
groups together other conceptual entities from a particular standpoint. Contexts allow one to
focus on the objects of interest, as well as to name each of these objects using one or more
convenient names [20, 28].

Roughly speaking, each object of a context is associated with a set of names as in the
following diagram:

..

.
context

objectonames of o

For example, in the context of a research group, the object o can be a researcher, with his
social name (e.g. "John") and his nickname within the group (e.g. "The Hacker") as two of
its names.

It is important to note that the same object can belong to different contexts with different
names in each of them. Thus, to the extent that names convey meaning, this is one way of
providing context-dependent interpretation of objects. As we shall see, there are more ways
in which the notion of context supports relative interpretation.

In this paper, we assume each object of a context to be associated with another context
that we call its reference. Thus, each object of a context is now associated with a set of names
on one hand and (possibly) with a reference on the other, as in the following diagram:

reference of o

..

.
context

objectonames of o

Roughly speaking, the reference of the object points to information available about the object.
So, a context is a set of objects, in which each object is associated with a set of names

and (possibly) a reference.
Any information base that supports contextualization, typically in addition to the tradi-

tional abstraction mechanisms (such as classification, generalization, attribution), we shall
call a contextualized information base.
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Our notion of context enriches the modeling capabilities of the traditional abstraction
mechanisms in two significant ways:

1. Expressive power: By supporting relative semantics, i.e. relative naming and relative
descriptions of objects.

2. Modularity: By retaining the essential information and hiding inessential details, con-
texts help to increase comprehensibility and communicability in complex applications
such as information retrieval over the web, cooperative work in distributed environ-
ments, large engineering databases, scientific catalogs, etc.

In the rest of the paper, we address issues concerning manipulation of information as
organized in our context model. In particular, we focus on retrieval of contextualized
information by defining useful fundamental query operations on contexts such as select,
project, generate, and path select. The select operation selects information from a context
and creates a new context with that information. The project operation projects either on the
objects, or on the names of the objects, or on the references of the objects that are contained
in a context. The generate operation creates a new context by combining information
from existing contexts (this allows the reorganization of context structures). The path select
operation permits the selection of object paths or name paths which start from a given context.
This is useful operation as being in a context we can find different ways to reach objects of
interests, by navigating through references of objects.

Finally, we illustrate the usefulness of our context mechanism by presenting higher level
query operations that enable users to explore a contextualized information base. These higher
level operations include focusing on a context of interest, searching the context structure for
a specific information, and making cross references of objects from one context to another in
order to obtain alternative representations of these objects.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we define the notion of
context, and we discuss some of its modeling capabilities. In section 3, we study accessing of
information in a contextualized information base through paths. In section 4, we present the
fundamental query operations of our query language. In section 5 we illustrate the usefulness
of our contextualization mechanism by presenting higher level query operations along with
some examples. Finally, in section 6, we make some concluding remarks.

2 The notion of context

Suppose we want to talk about Greek islands by simply using their names without further
description. Let us consider the island of Crete. We can represent this island by an object
identifier, say o�, and by associating this identifier with the name Crete. We write nam�o�� �
fCreteg and we denote this as follows1:

Crete � o�
Next, let us consider the island of Santorini. Following a similar approach, we repre-

sent this island by an object identifier o� and by associating it with the name Santorini.
However, the island of Santorini is also known under the name Thera. So this time,
we associate o� with the set of names fSantorini� Therag, i.e. this time we write
nam�o�� � fSantorini� Therag and we denote this as follows:

Santorini� Thera � o�

1In this paper, the terms object and object identifier will be used interchangeably.
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Finally, let us consider one of those tiny, uninhabited islands of Greece that happen to be
nameless. We represent such an island by an object identifier o� and by associating it with
no name, i.e. we write nam�o�� � fg and we denote this as follows:

� o�
Continuing in the same way, we can represent every Greek island in a similar manner.

The set of all such representations is what we call a context and we represent it by a context
identifier, say c�, as shown in Figure 1.

Suppose next we want to talk about the Greek mainland by simply using the names of
each region of Greece without further description. Proceeding in a similar way as in the case
of Greek islands, we can create a second context, say c�, as shown in Figure 1.

Suppose now that we want to talk about Greek geography seen as a division of Greece
into islands and mainland. First, let us consider the islands. We can represent the islands
by an object identifier, say o, and by associating it with the name Islands, i.e. nam�o� �
fIslandsg. However, the object o is a higher level object that collectively represents all
Greek islands, i.e. the object o collectively represents the contents of context c�. In other
words, if we want to see what o means at a finer level of detail, then we have to "look into" the
contents of c�. Thus we call context c� the reference of object o, and we write ref �o� � c�.
Summarizing our discussion on islands, we write nam�o� � fIslandsg and ref �o� � c�,
and we denote this as follows:

Islands : o c 1

Following a similar reasoning, we can represent the mainland by an object identifier, say
o�, and by associating it with the name Mainland and the reference c�. We can now group
together the islands and the mainland to form a context c, as shown in Figure 1. Then, Greek
geography can be represented by an object identifier o�� and by associating it with context c,
as shown in Figure 1.

1
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263 .

Peloponnese: o c
c

.

GreekGeography: o’’ c

.

.

.

c

Santorini, Thera: o

Crete: o

: o

c c

..

.

.

Macedonia: o
Thrace: o

Islands: o
Mainland: o’

c’

Figure 1: Bottom-up modeling

The previous examples suggest the following informal definition of context (in its simplest
form): a context is a set of objects of interest, each object having zero, one or more names,
and zero or one references. Formally, we have the following definition.

Definition 2.1 Context.
A context c is defined as a set of objects, denoted by objs�c�, such that each object
o is associated with

1. a set of names, called the names of o in c, denoted by nam�o� c�;
2. zero or one context, called the reference of o in c, denoted by ref �o� c�.

The reason why we use the symbols nam�o� c� and ref �o� c�, instead of nam�o� and
ref �o� used in the previous examples, is that an object can belong to different contexts and
may have different names and/or reference in each context. That is, names and references
are context-dependent.
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In our previous examples, while explaining the construction of a context, we followed a
bottom-up approach. That is, we started from simple objects and built up contexts which were
later on referenced by higher level objects ("moving" from left to right in Figure 1). Clearly,
we could have followed the opposite construction, i.e. a top-down approach ("moving" from
right to left in Figure 1). In fact, as we shall see in other examples, we can also follow a
mixed approach.

This flexibility is important in conceptual modeling and implies (among other things)
the possibility of modular design, i.e. retaining at each level of abstraction the essential
information and hiding inessential details (by "encapsulating" them in the form of a context).

Continuing with the example of Figure 1, let us see a top-down definition of a context.
Suppose we wish to model a tourist guide as one of the objects of context c� (which contains
information about Greece). Within this context we represent the guide as follows:

4
c3Tourist_Guide: o

The next stage is to define the context c� that contains the information concerning the
tourist guide. Context c� is shown in Figure 2. Information within this context could be a map
of Greece and several touristic places, such as Crete and Athens. We represent the map with
object o��, and the places Crete and Athens with objects o� and o�, respectively. To provide
more information about touristic places, we associate objects o� and o� with references c�
and c�, respectively.

10
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Transportation: o

c

c
MapOfCrete: o

c

LocalInfo, Dining: o

LocalInfo, Hotels: o
MapOfGreece: o

Crete: o c

Athens: o c

c
c

...
..cGreekGeography: o’’

Tourist_Guide: o c

.

c’

Figure 2: Top-down modeling

Continuing our top-down design, we now have to define contexts c� and c�. Context c�
(shown in Figure 2) contains tourist information concerning Crete such as hotels, dining,
a map of Crete, transportation, etc. Looking now at the definition of context c�, we see
that we have to define contexts c�, c�, c�, and so on (their definition is not shown in the
figure). Context c� will list the hotels in Crete and provide access to further information such
as addresses and telephone numbers. Context c� will provide access to information about
dining in Crete, e.g. a list of restaurants, local dishes, and so on, and context c� will give
transportation information.

Note that context c� shares object o� with context c� that we have seen earlier (see
Figure 1). Also note that, in context c�, object o� has a reference (context c�), whereas in
context c�, the same object o� has no reference.

The notion of context supports a simple and straightforward way of referencing objects
at any level of detail. Consider for example the tourist guide of Greece, in Figure 2. Suppose
that, currently, we are in the context containing the tourist guide, and we want to look at
Cretan hotels. To do so we can "go" from object o� (Tourist Guide) to object o� (Crete)
through context c�, and then to object o� (Hotels) through context c�. We indicate this as
follows: o��o��o�, i.e. by forming a path of object identifiers. The last object in the path is
the object of interest as seen from the last accessed context.
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Several remarks are in order here, concerning our definition of context:
� An object can belong to one or more different contexts. This feature is useful when

we want to view an object under different perspectives.
� The same object can have different names in different contexts (in which it belongs).

In other words, names are context-dependent. This is very convenient, because a name
which has a clearly understood meaning in one context may not do so in another.

� Two different objects can have the same name within a context. As a result, ambiguities
may occur when one tries to designate an object of a context using a name shared with
a different object of the same context. We address this problem in [28, 30].

� The same object can have different references within different contexts. In other words,
references are context-dependent.

� Two different objects, whether or not they belong to the same context, or to different
contexts, can have the same reference. This is convenient, as a given context can be
reachable through different object paths.

� From within a given context, we can "reach" any object that belongs to the reference
of an object within that context (and, recursively, any object that lies on a path).

Roughly speaking, the modeling power of contexts lies in the fact that one can group
together quite dissimilar things as the contents of a context, regardless of any structural
relationships they may have. In fact, no such relationships are required to hold the contents
of the context together.

In summary, modeling with contexts provides several capabilities, including the follow-
ing:

1. Modeling an object under different perspectives, by associating it with different refer-
ences in different contexts.

2. Modular representation, by providing at each level of abstraction an overview of the
available information in the form of items that each provide access to relevant detail.

3. Top-down, bottom-up, or mixed modeling.
Moreover, the combination of contextualization with the traditional abstraction mecha-

nisms of classification, generalization and attribution provides further modeling capabilities,
which are beyond the scope of this paper. A study of that combination can be found in [29, 26].

3 Accessing information through paths

Accessing information in an information base often involves navigating from one object to
another by following links. Navigation is based on the notion of path. We distinguish two
kinds of paths:

1. object path, which is a sequence of dot-separated objects,
2. name path, which is a sequence of dot-separated names.
We use two primitive operations on paths, �rst�p� and rest�p�, where p is a path of any

kind (o-path, n-path). The operation �rst returns the first element of p and the operation rest

returns the path resulting from p after removing its first element2.
Based on these primitive operations, we can define other useful operations. In this paper

we shall make use of the following two operations, length�p� and elem�i� p�, that return the
length of p and the ith element of p, respectively (assuming � � i � length�p�). In particular,

2These are the well-known operations car and cdr used in LISP.
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we shall also use the operation last�p� that returns the last element of p, assuming that p is
not empty (note that last�p� � elem�length�p�� p�).

As the reference of an object within a context can also be a context, references provide
a means to traverse from an object o of a context c to the objects of another context via the
reference of o in c. The sequence of traversed objects constitutes a kind of path which we
shall call reference path.

Definition 3.1 Reference path.
An object path o��o�� � � � �ok is a reference path in a context c	 if the following
conditions hold:

1. o�� � � � � ok are objects;
2. Object o� is contained in context c	;
3. Let ci be the reference of object oi w.r.t. ci��, for i � �� � � � � k � �. Then,

object oi
� is contained in context ci. �

Reference paths form the basis for reaching objects in a context navigating through the
references of objects. For example, in Figure 1, o�o� is a reference path that provides one
way to reach object o� starting from context c, namely, through the context c�. Similarly,
in Figure 2 (which extends Figure 1), o���o�o� and o��o� are reference paths that provide two
different ways to reach object o� starting from context c�. The first way is through context c,
then context c� (see Figure 1), and the second way is through context c�.

Name paths can provide a user-friendly way to specify a reference path. To this direction,
we define the conditions under which a reference path and a name path "match".

Definition 3.2 Matching.
Let n � n��n�� � � � �nk be a name path, and p � o��o�� � � � �ok be a reference path,
in a context c	. We say that n matches p, or that p matches n if the following
conditions hold:

1. n� is a name for o� in c	, and
2. If ci is the reference of oi w.r.t. context ci��, then ni
� is a name for oi
� in

ci, for i � �� � � � � k.
The boolean operation match�c� p� n� returns true is p matches n in context c,
and false otherwise. �

For example, in Figure 1, the name path Islands�Crete matches the reference path o�o�,
and vice versa, in context c.

Clearly, in general, a name path matches several reference paths, and conversely, a
reference path matches several name paths in a given context. For example, in Figure 2, in
context c�, the name path Crete�LocalInfo matches the reference paths o��o� and o��o�,
while the reference path o��o� matches the name paths Crete�LocalInfo and Crete�Hotels.

In the rest of the paper, whenever we refer to a name path in a context c, we will mean a
name path that matches a reference path in context c.

4 Operations for querying contextualized information bases

A query system has to deal with two tasks, the maintainance of an information base and the
answering of queries. In this chapter, we focus on the second task, and we propose a general
framework for querying information bases that support contextualization.
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To simplify the presentation of the query language we view a context c as associated with
a set of triplets of the form ho� nam�o� c�� ref �o� c�i, where o is an object of c. We call this
set of triplets as the contents of context c. Given a context c, the selector function cnts�c�
returns the contents of context c.

Definition 4.1 Contents of a context.
The contents of a context c, denoted by cnts�c�, are defined as follows:

cnts�c� � fho� nam�o� c�� ref �o� c�i j o � objs�c�g� �

Our query operations take as input one or more contexts, as well as a query predicate on
the input contexts, and produce a new context or a set objects, names, references or paths. The
fundamental operations in our query language are select, project, generate, and path-select.
A brief description of these operations follows:

1. The select operation selects from the contents of a context these triplets that satisfy
a given predicate. The output of this operation is a new context which contains the
selected triplets. Intuitively, this operation selects from a given context the information
of interest.

2. The project operation isolates certain elements of a context’s contents, such as the
objects from the context, the set of names bound to the objects, or the references of the
objects.

3. The generate operation takes as input one or more contexts and returns as output a new
context which is constructed by combining information from the input context(s). This
operation allows restructuring of the information base customizing it to individual’s
needs.

4. The path-select operation selects paths originating from a given context. Paths can be
of any kind, i.e. object paths, or name paths. This operation guides the navigation of
the user in the database in order to reach objects of interest.

Both the select and generate operations return a new context as output. However, the
select operation preserves the initial triplets, i.e. names and references of objects, whereas
the generate operation creates new triplets. The output contexts of these query operations
may be further queried or inserted in the information base.

4.1 Primitive Operations

We refer to the functions that are used to define query predicates, as primitive operations. We
distinguish three kinds of primitive operations, namely context primitives, path primitives,
and matching primitives.

1. Context primitives are the functions used in the definition of context, i.e. the functions
objs�c�, nam�o� c�, ref �o� c�, and cnts�c�.

2. Path primitives are the functions used to extract parts, or derive information about a
path. The functions first�p� and rest�p� are elementary path primitives based on
which other path primitives are derived, such as length�p�, elem�i� p�, or last�p�.

3. Matching primitives are the functions that match name paths with reference paths, such
as match�c� p� n�.
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4.2 Fundamental operations

4.2.1 The select operation (� )

Often, given a context c, we want to select these triplets in the context’s contents that satisfy
a given predicate. We can do this through the select operation, which is denoted by the Greek
letter sigma (� ).

Definition 4.2 Select.
The select operation selects from the contents of a context these triplets that satisfy
a given predicate. The output of this operation is a new context which contains
the selected triplets. The select operation is defined as follows:

� �c� pred� � c� �

cnts�c�� � fho� nam�o� c�� ref �o� c�i � cnts�c� j pred�o� c�g

where c is the input context, c� is the output context, and pred is the query
predicate. �

Specifically, the predicate pred�o� c� is a first-order predicate calculus expression with a
parameter c denoting a specific context, and a free variable o that ranges over the objects of
context c. Terms of the predicate are constants or variables (representing objects, contexts,
names, and paths), and primitive operations. In general, we allow comparisons using boolean
operators, such as �, ��, �, �, �, �, 	, 
, �. Furthermore, several formulas may be
combined into a larger formula using the boolean connectives and ( � ), or ( � ) and not ().
Predicate variables other than o are quantified by for all (�) and there exists ( �) quantifiers.
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Nicolas, Nick: o c
Anastasia: o

c

city, Heraklion: o
Street1: o

Manos: o

c

c

Nicolas: o

c

companyA: o

companyB: o
address: o c

c

companyA: o

c

address: o city, Heraklion: oc

address: o

cc

c

c

Street1: o
city, Athens: o

Street2: o

Figure 3: A information structure for employees

For example, assume that context cemp (shown in Figure 3) contains employees. The
operation

Q� � � �cemp� �oe Nicolas � nam�oe� cemp��

selects from context cemp all employees with name Nicolas. In the query predicate, the
symbol �oe denotes that oe is a free variable. According to the definition of the select
operation, this free variable ranges over the objects of context cemp, namely, o�� o�� o�� o�.
The answer to this query is context Q�, which is shown in the following figure:

2 2

4

1

Nicolas, Nick: o c
Nicolas: o

Q
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The operation

Q� � � �cemp� �oe �ce � ce � ref �o� cemp� �
�pe � match�ce� pe� address�city� �

match�ce� pe� address�Heraklion��

selects all employees who are living in the city of Heraklion. Note that ce and pe are bound
variables that take values in the set of contexts and reference paths, respectively. Function
ref �oe� cemp� returns the reference of free variable oe w.r.t. context cemp, that is it returns one
of the contexts c�, c�, c� (call this reference ce). Context ce contains more information about
the particular employee represented by the object oe (such as his/her address, the company
he/she works for). Operation match now returns true if there is a reference path pe within
context ce that matches the name paths address�Heraklion and address�city, i.e. if ce
contains an object named address and the reference of that object contains an object with
both names city and Heraklion. The answer of this query is context Q�, which is shown
in the following figure:

2

1 1

3 3

Q

Manos: o c
Anastasia: o c

Assume that context cstud (shown in Figure 4) contains students. Then the operation

Q� � � �cemp� �oe �pe � match�ref �oe� cemp�� pe� address�Heraklion� �
oe � objs�cstud��

selects all employees that are living in Heraklion and they are students. The first condi-
tion is checked through the formula �pe � match�ref �o� cemp�� pe� address�Heraklion�,
and the second through the formula oe � objs�cstud�. So, context Q� contains the triplet
hfManosg� o�� c�i.
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4

16

4
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30 17

17c

c

c

address: o

c

universityOfAthens: o

c

c
c

Street3: o

institution: o

city, Athens: o

cinstitution: o

Manos: o

instituteOfCrete: o

c
John: o

c

c address: o

c

universityOfCrete: o

Figure 4: A information structure for students

The operation

Q� � � �cemp� �oe �pe � match�ref �oe� cemp�� pe� address�Heraklion� �
oe � objs�� �cstud� �os

�ps �match�ref �os� cstud�� ps� institution�universityOfCrete����

selects all employees that are living in Heraklion and are students at the university of
Crete. So, context Q� contains the triplet hfManosg� o�� c�i.
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4.2.2 The project operation (�)

Sometimes we want to isolate certain elements of a context’s contents, such as the objects of
the context, the set of names bound to the objects, or the references of the objects. We can do
this through the project operation, which is denoted by the Greek letter pi (�). Specifically,
there are three projection operators, defined as follows:

� Projection to the objects of a context c: �O�c�. This operation takes as input a context
and returns its objects. This operation is equivalent to the primitive operation objs�c�.

� Projection to the names bound to the objects of a context c: �N�c�. This operation is
defined as follows:

�N�c� �
�

o�objs�c�

nam�o� c�

� Projection to the reference of objects of a context c: �R�c�. This operation is defined
as follows:

�R�c� � fc� � CXT j �o � objs�c� � c� � ref �o� c�g

cit

11

21

31

citcit Rethymno: o
Chania: o

c

Heraklion: o
ccitiesOfCrete: o

Figure 5: Cities located in the island of Crete

For example, assume that context ccit contains cities located in the island of Crete (see
Figure 5). We represent three of the cities, namely, Heraklion, Rethymno and Chania, by the
objects o��, o��, o��, respectively. Then, the operation

Q� � � �cemp� �oe �nc � nc � �N �ccit� �
�pe � match�ref �oe� cemp�� pe� address�nc��

selects the employees that are living in a city on the island of Crete. Note that the op-
eration �N�ccit� returns a set which contains the names of all cities located in Crete, i.e.
�N�ccit� � fHeraklion� Rethymno� Chaniag. Additionally, note that the name path
address�nc contains the name variable nc. The answer of this query is context Q�, which is
shown in the following figure:

1 1

3 3

5

Manos: o c
Anastasia: o c

Q

4.2.3 The generate operation (� )

We recognize that many objects requested by queries will exist in the database objects, but
also feel that existing contexts in the database may not necessarily reflect all information
structures requested by a query. Thus, we provide the generate operation, denoted by the
Greek letter gamma (� ), to create new triplets, combining contents of given contexts.

11



Definition 4.3 Generate.
The generate operation takes as input one or more contexts and a predicate, and
returns as output a new context, whose contents satisfy the input predicate. In fact,
the contents of the output context consist of new triplets which are constructed
by combining the contents from the input context(s). The generate operation is
defined as follows:

� �c�� � � � � cn� pred� � c� �

cnts�c�� � fho�N� ri j pred�o�N� r� c�� � � � � cn�g

where ci are the input contexts, c� is the output context, pred is the query predicate,
and o, N , r are free variables ranging over the set of objects, the power set of
names, and the set of contexts, respectively. �

For example, the operation (see Figure 3)

Q� � � �cemp� �oa �Ne �ra
�oe � oe � �O�cemp� � �ce � ce � ref �oe� cemp� �
oa � �O�� �ce� �ox address � nam�ox� ce��� �
Ne � nam�oe� cemp� � ra � ref �oa� ce��

creates a context which contains the addresses of the employees each of which is named with
the names of the corresponding employee. In particular, the following hold:

1. the operation takes as input the context cemp which contains employees;

2. oe is a bound variable which ranges in the objects of context cemp; this is expressed by
�oe � oe � �O�cemp�.

3. ce is the reference of object oe in context cemp, which contains more information about
the employee represented by oe;

4. free variable ox ranges over the objects of context ce with name address. This is
expressed by: oa � �O�� �ce� �ox address � nam�ox� ce���;

5. free variableNe is the set of names bound to object oe in context cemp. This is expressed
by: Ne � nam�oe� cemp�;

6. free variable ra is the reference of free variable oa in context ce, which contains more
information about the address of the employee oe;

7. finally, this operation creates the context Q� which contains triplets of the form
hoa� Ne� rai.

The result of the operation is shown in the following figure:

7

6

5

9 9

5

7

Manos, Theodorakis: o

c

c

Nicolas, Spyratos: o
c

Q

Anastasia, Analyti: o

Many times we need to view a structure of contexts either by eliminating useless infor-
mation or by adding more information. The generate operation can be used for this purpose.
For example, assume that the interesting information we want to view for each employee is
his/her address and from the address only the city he/she is living in. To select the desired
information and eliminate the rest we perform the following query:

12



Q� � � �cemp� �oe �Ne �r

oe � �O�cemp� �
Ne � nam�oe� cemp� � �ce � ce � ref �oe� cemp� �
r � � �ce� �oa �Na �ra

oa � �O�� �ce� �ox address � nam�ox� ce��� �
Na � nam�oa� ce� � �ca � ca � ref �oa� ce� �
ra � � �ca� �oy � city � nam�oy� ca���

The operation creates a new context (context Q�) for employees by selecting from the infor-
mation available for each employee that regarding his/her city of living and by eliminating
any other information. The selected information is placed into a new generated context
structure, as shown in Figure 6. Note that contexts c��, c��, c��, c��, c��, and c� are new.
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1 32

32
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Nicolas, Spyratos: o c

Q

Manos, Theodorakis: o

address: o c

cc

address: o c

c

Anastasia, Analyti: o

city, Heraklion: o

c

c

c
city, Athens: o

c

c

address: o

city, Heraklion: o

c

Figure 6: A new information structure for employees

This feature could be useful for web-based information bases, where there is a tremendous
amount of available information. It provides a means for selecting information of interest
and organize it as wished.

Summarizing, we emphasize that the generate operation allows users to reorganize the
context structure of an information base. This reorganization may involve the creation of new
contexts by (i) eliminating useless information from existing contexts, and (ii) combining
information found in different contexts. Thus, users can customize the information base
according to their needs.

4.2.4 The path select (P� )

Often we are interesting not only in selecting objects satisfying some criteria but also in being
aware of the path we can follow to reach these objects. This is useful in order to (i) choose
the desired path to reach objects of interest, (ii) see in which paths the desired information
is embedded and then, choose an object in the path to explore relevant information, and (iii)
find different representations of the same object.

For example, if we want to reach an object o starting from a context, we can select all
reference paths whose last element is object o. In order to perform selections of paths that
satisfy a query predicate, we introduce two path select operations: the reference path select,
denoted by P�O, which returns reference paths, and the name path select, denoted by P�N ,
which returns name paths. Intuitively, we want this operation to take as input a context c,
and a predicate, and to return those reference paths or name paths in c that satisfy the input
predicate.

13



Definition 4.4 Path select.
Let c be a context. We define the following path select operations:

1. Reference path select

P�O�c� pred� � fp j pred�c� p�g�

where p is a reference path in context c, and pred is the input predicate.

2. Name path select

P�N�c� pred� � fn j pred�c� n�g�

where n is a name path in context c, and pred is the input predicate. �

For example, in Figure 2 (which extends Figure 1), the operation

P�O�c
�� �p last�p� � o��

selects all reference paths in c� that reach object o�, which represents the island of Crete. The
answer of this query is the following set of reference paths: f o��o�� o

���o�o� g. So if we
want to choose the shortest path to reach object o�, we must choose the first of these paths.
Apart from the shortest path, this query shows us how many different representations exists
for the same object and where they are located in the context hierarchy. In our example,
following the path o��o� we find object o� contained in context c�, with name Crete and with
a reference c� (this is a representation of object o� w.r.t. context c�). On the other hand,
following the path o���o�o�, we find object o� contained in context c�, with the same name
Crete, but without any reference (this is another representation of object o�, in this case w.r.t.
context c�).

Similarly, the operation

P�N�c
�� �n last�n� � Crete�

selects all name paths in c� which end with the name Crete, i.e. the set:
f Tourist Guide�Crete� GreekGeography�Islands�Crete g.

5 Examples of a high-level operations

In this section, we describe examples of high-level operations, which are defined through the
query language operations.

In our examples, we assume that the user interacts with the information base by (i)
focusing on a context (called the current context, which can be the information base itself,
and (ii) browsing and searching for information in that context. During this interaction the
user specifies objects of interest through name paths, and indicates the appropriate actions to
be performed on these objects.

The user can focus on a context of interest using the operation Open��n�, where n is
a name path (in the current context) that reaches an object of interest, and �n specifies the
reference of that object w.r.t. the last accessed context in the matched reference path. Initially,
the current context is the information base. For example, in Figure 2, assume that the current
context is context c�, then the operation Open��Tourist Guide�Crete� focuses on context
c�. In visual user interfaces, the operation Open��n� can be implemented by clicking on a
visual representation of n.
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It is possible that n matches more than one reference paths, so �n is ambiguous. In this
case the system returns the set of name paths that match each of these reference paths. Based
on these name paths, the user can select the desired reference path which determines the
value of �n.

Another useful high-level operation is the lookup�n� operation. This operation takes as
input a name n and returns the set of name paths ni in the current context (denoted by CC),
such that ni ends with name n. That is:

lookup�n� � P�N�CC� �ni last�ni� � n�

This operation is especially useful in environments such as the Web environment, where
users seeking information follow a three step approach: (i) they focus on a context c, (ii) they
give a name n (which is a keyword they know), and (iii) they consult lookup�n� to decide on
which context to focus next. Roughly speaking, the name n is a keyword that the user has in
mind of the information he is looking for, and the result of the operation is the set of all name
paths related to that information. Each of these name paths describes a different information
path in which the desired information is embedded.

As an example, assume the information base shown in Figure 7. The information base
context (context IB context) contains four objects o�, o�, o, and o��, which represent the
environments of languages, cooking, botanology and diseases, respectively. The references
of these objects, contexts c�, c�, c and c��, contain more information about these topics.

13c
14Dyspepsia: o

15Therapy: o

Herbs: o 10

17
Fennel: o

14c

c15

16c15c

14c

16c

12Parts: o

17
Root: o

16
Leaves: o

11c

10c9c

10c

11c

12c

12c

Fennel: o

10Herbs: o

9Botanology: o
9c 13cCooking: o Diseases: o

5

6

5c1Lanuages: o
1c

Greek: o 4
c4French: o3 3cEnglish: o2

c2

3c c4

c1

c2

5c

c

c7

8c

7c
7Fish_in_oven: o

8Ingredients: o 8c

Fennel: o

IB_context

Fenouil: o

Fennel: o

6c6Recipes:  o

13

Φοινοκιο,
Μαραθος: ο

Figure 7: Example of high-level operations

Assume that we have focused on the information base context and we want to find
information about fennel (which is a plant), but we don’t know exactly where to focus next.
A solution is to issue the operation lookup�Fennel�. The result is a list of name paths in the
current context that their last element is Fennel, as shown below:

� Languages�English�Fennel,

Cooking�Recipes�Fish in oven�Ingredients�Fennel,
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Botanology�Herbs�Fennel

� Diseases�Dyspepsia�Therapy�Herbs�Fennel

Name paths are organized into items (indicated by the symbol �), according to the different
objects they reach. In other words, all name paths of an item in the list reach the same
object. Roughly speaking, the name paths of each item are synonyms for the object they
reach. Thus, the name paths of the first item are the synonyms for object o (which represents
the plant fennel), whereas the name paths of the second item are synonyms for object o��
(which represents the root of that plant). Moreover, these name paths suggest some ways we
can follow in order to reach the information we are looking for. For example, if we want to
see more information about fennel from the botanology point of view, we issue the operation
Open��Botanology�Herbs�Fennel� in order to focus on context c��.

Another useful high-level operation is the cross-reference operation. This operation is
used to make a "cross-reference" of a concept (e.g. the concept of fennel) from one context
(e.g. the context of botanology) to another context (e.g. the context of cooking). In many
information systems, such as in thesaurus management systems, users often need to make
such "cross-references".

In general, we often need to know, given a name path n of an object in the current context,
what are the name paths through which we can reach the same object if we start our navigation
from a different context. This is useful as we can find alternative representations of the same
object in different contexts, as well as the paths to reach these representations. We will
refer to this different context as the cross-reference context. The cross-reference operation
is expressed by CrossRef �n� �ncr�, where the name path n specifies the object of interest
and �ncr specifies the cross-reference context. Assuming that CC is the current context, this
operation is interpreted as

CrossRef �n� �ncr� �
P�N��ncr� �nx �px � match��ncr� px� nx� �

�py � match�CC� py� n� �
last�px� � last�py��

An application of cross-referencing is for translating from one language to another. In-
deed, consider the information base of Figure 7 containing the context Languages, and let us
focus on this context. Consider now the English word "fennel" and suppose that we would like
its translation in French. This can be expressed as CrossRef �English�Fennel� �French�
which returns the name Fenouil. Similarly, suppose that we would like the transla-
tion of "fennel" into all languages contained in Languages. This would be expressed as
CrossRef �English�Fennel� CC� which returns

English�Fennel,

French�Fenouil,

Greek�Μαραϑος ,

Greek�Φοινοκιο .

Note that there are two words in greek for the english word "fennel", therefore the operation
CrossRef �Greek�Μαραϑος � Greek� would return Μαραϑος and Φοινοκιο .

Continuing our example, assume that we would like to know how the real world entity
expressed by the english world "fennel" is being used in cooking or botanology. To do this,
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we issue the operations

CrossRef �English�Fennel� ��� Cooking�

CrossRef �English�Fennel� ��� Botanoloty��

The symbol "��" is a scope resolution operator, and it means that the name path it follows is
resolved w.r.t. the information base context (context IB context). The first operation would
return Recipes�Fish in oven�Ingredients�Fennel, and the second Herbs�Fennel. Note
that context c� sees the same real world entity as an ingredient of a specific recipe. Whereas,
context c�	 sees the real world entity "fennel" as a herb from the botanology point of view.

Recall that the operation lookup�Fennel� (issued in a previous example) found two
different objects with name Fennel, where the second can be reached by the name path
Diseases�Dyspepsia�Therapy�Herbs�Fennel. To find out more about the meaning of that
second object, we may try to find alternative representations of that concept in the information
base. To do this, we focus on the information base context and then, we issue the operation:

CrossRef �Diseases�Dyspepsia�Therapy�Herbs�Fennel� CC�

which returns Diseases�Dyspepsia�Therapy�Herbs�Fennel (i.e. the input name path) and
Botanology�Herbs�Fennel�Parts�Root. The latter gives the information that the root of
fennel is used in the therapy of dyspepsia.

Summarizing in this section, we presented three basic high-level operations which are
based on our query language operations. These high-level operations can be used for explor-
ing contextualized information bases by providing support for (i) focusing on the contexts of
interest and navigating along refererce paths, (ii) searching in a context, and (ii) switching
to different contexts based on cross reference information. Similarly to these, other high-
level operations can be defined, providing the basis for effective information searching and
correlation.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we provide a general definition of context whereby a context is seen as a set of
objects, within which each object has a set of names and possibly a reference: the reference
of the object is another context which "hides" detailed information about the object. We
call contextualized information base any information base that supports contextualization.
Accessing information in a contextualized information base is done through reference and
name paths. These paths provide a means to traverse from an object to another through object
references. We also provide the basis for querying such information bases by defining four
fundamental query operations on contexts: select, project, generate and path select. Finally,
we present three high-level operations which allow the user to (i) focus on the context of
interest, (ii) search in a context using keywords, and (iii) switching to different contexts based
on cross reference information.
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